Potomac Glen Gators Head Coach Position
The Potomac Glen Gators are an enthusiastic swim team located in Potomac, Maryland
with a long standing tradition of team spirit, camaraderie, and technique development
for all swimmers. We are interested in an experienced coach, who is seeking to coach
for several, consecutive summers. The head coach will foster a sense of community
among swimmers and families, sportsmanship, and provide a positive, competitive
atmosphere inclusive of all ability levels. The Gators compete in MCSL Division K.
Specific Job Requirements:
● Multiple years of experience teaching stroke technique to swimmers of all abilities
● Strong interpersonal and management skills with the ability to coach in a supportive
manner regardless of age and ability levels
● Supervise, plan, and coach all morning and afternoon team practices
● Attend MSCL rep and coaches meetings prior to the start of the season
● Communicate effectively with the Team Reps, swimmers, and parents. Provide
feedback on team needs and concerns that arise.
● Attend and stay engaged at all A and B meets as well as Time Trials, Relay Carnival,
Divisionals, Long Course, and All Stars
● Provide mentoring and positive leadership to assistant coaches and junior coaches
with clear directions on specific sets and workouts for practices
● Demonstrate stroke technique and provide in-water coaching
● Attend and participate in all team social events including but not limited to weekly pep
rally dinners, team lunches that follow A-meets, and end of year banquet
● Encourage team bonding and spirit
● Create weekly line-ups for A and B meets in Hy-Tek Meet Manager
● Participate in A meet lineup scratch meetings in accordance with MCSL guidelines
● Attend, supervise, and provide coaching for Pre-Team practices
● Have knowledge and understanding of MCSL rules and guidelines
● Current CPR certification, lifeguard certification, and Montgomery County pool
operator’s license
Competitive salary and opportunity to conduct private lessons. Please send your
resume and credentials to Glen Ireland at secretary@potomacglen.org

